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WHITHER THOU GOEST
by

F. H. Theakston

Member C.S.A.E.

Our world changes rapidly these days with methods
of communication undergoing phenomenal advances and
travel distances seemingly reduced by fast, flying aircraft.
It hardly seems possible that only a few hours separate
us from East to West in our own large country and only
a few hours from most of the nations of the world. Travel
times will undoubtedly be shortened even more in the
future and one may find himself suddenly in an entirely
new environment, with different kinds of people, some
rich, some extremely poor, some friendly, some un
friendly, some progressive and some quite the opposite.
This is our changing world and it may not be easy to
adjust to conditions not commonplace in our lives when
we are suddenly transplanted for one reason or another.

Agricultural Engineers may be particularly exposed
to new situations and indeed, if our world conditions are
to become stable again it is hoped that Canadian Agricul
tural Engineers will play in important role in establishing
peaceful co-existence among nations by offering talents
peculiar to our profession in production of Food for
Peace. Demands will be made on us to share in major
projects throughout the world and as our Society grows
it is hoped that more and more capable men will accept
the challenge, which has already been handled so well by
some of our members in some countries.

While travel outside our continent is likely to in
crease through requests by World Organizations the
image of the Canadian Agricultural Engineer must be
maintained at home and in the United States, the stature
of the Society being dependent upon the action of the
individual. It cannot be stressed too much that pride in
the Society, excellence in your work wherever it may be,
ethics and morality in your conduct are prime ingredients
for a successful, exciting and profitable profession.

Whither thou goest . . .
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Papers for publication in the Journal,
Canadian Agricultural Engineering
must be of an engineering nature with
direct or potential application in an
agricultural field and fit into one of
the following classifications:—

1. A scientific paper based on re
search conducted by the author or
authors.

2. A technical paper based on de
velopment, design, testing or analysis
of machines, equipment, structures,
processes, practices, etc. carried out by
the author or authors.

3. A general paper on: —

(a) Education relative to curricula,
philosophy or trends in science
and engineering education in
general and agricultural engineer
ing in particular.

(b) A report of a survey or investiga
tion on some phase of research or
research methods, on extension or
extension methods.

Articles of a promotional or descrip
tive nature of a type normally pub
lished in the Farm Press or Popular
Trade magazines are not acceptable.

EDITORIAL PROCEDURE

1. The Editorial Committee will
evaluate papers presented at the Na
tional meetings or prepared expressly
for the journal and advise on their
suitability.

2. The Committee may use one or
more reviewers to assess suitably and
other detail regarding publication in
Canadian Agricultural Engineering.
Comments will be kept in confidence
and the committee will submit criti

cisms, suggestion and comments to the
authors. The Review will insure
that:—

(a) A research paper does represent a
piece of research carried to a well
defined stage of advancement and
that the conclusions are adequate
ly supported by the experimental
results.

(b) A technical paper presents a clear,
concise and factual outline and
interpretation of the develop
ment, design, test or analysis
under consideration, and that it
is a contribution in the field of
agricultural engineering.

EDITORIAL POLICY

(c) A general paper on education, re
search or extension is pertinent to
major changes in curricula, re
search or extension or to forward
looking developments in these
areas.

3. Papers must be clear, concise and
written in the impersonal tense. Three
copies of the manuscript are required
by Editorial Committee. They should
be typed, double spaced with margins
not less than VA inches. (Manuscript
paper with numbered lines is prefer
able if available).

4. Papers submitted for publication
must be originals and must not have
been published elsewhere or copy
righted.

5. The title of the paper should be
centred in page and all words capital
ized.

6. Name and address of authors—if
single author centre under the title. If
two or more authors, space equally
under title. Use lower case letters
except first letter of major words. Do
not use abbreviations. If author is a
member of Society, designate as Mem
ber C.S.A.E.

7. Major divisions—Centre in the
page and all words in capital letters.

Sub-divisions—Left hand margin in
lower case letters except first letter of
major words.

Sub-sub-divisions — Left-hand mar
gin all in lower case and underlined.

8. Technical and detail information
should be included in only one fashion
—either by description, by graph, by
table, etc.

9. One or more illustrations are de
sirable. They must be clearly identi
fied on the back in pencil and must
be either black and white lined draw
ings for charts, graphs, plans, etc., or
glossy black and white prints approxi
mately 5x7 inches for other types of
illustrations.

10. Tables—Tables should be de
signated at top of table by table
number and title, all in capital letters.
All headings and other information in
table in lower case letters. Check table
columns for proper units and for
clarity.
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11. Figures — Designate figure
number at bottom of figure or chart
with title in lower case letter's. All
ordinates on graphs or other informa
tion in capital letters or numbers.

12. Paragraph numbering — Where
paragraphs are numbered, designate
by large numerals. Sub - paragraphs
designate by lower case alphabet in
brackets.

13. Reference to table or figure in
the text should be spelled out in lower
case rather than abbrivated, e.g.
figure 1.

14. Abbreviations—Do not abbrevi
ate in the text single words such as
inches, feet, etc., unless it is the
normal method of dimensioning, lum
ber for instance 2 in x 4 in. However,
typical phrases should be abbreviated,
e.g. rpm., cps., hp., pto. They should
always be designated in lower case
without periods. Normally numbers
less than 10 should be spelled out, e.g.
six.

15. Equations — Equations should
be numbered on the right-hand margin
in line with the centre of the equation
and in large numbers. Use capitals for
symbols as much as possible and lower
case letters for subscripts or super
scripts. All symbols should be defined.

16. References—References should
be listed at the end alphabetically by
author surname. All information in
reference should be lower case with
first letter of major words capitalized.
Include the source of the reference,
volume and page if applicable and
year. When referring to references in
the manuscript designate by reference
number capital size in brackets.

17. Papers published in the Journal
may be quoted in whole or in part
provided that credit is given to the
author and to the journal.

18. The C.S.A.E. is not responsible
for opinions expressed in the papers
published. Such opinions are the re
sponsibility of the author.

19. The Committee may publish
abstracts of papers published in other
media or technical reports or research
reports available from authors or
other sources. It may also publish in
teresting and important news items of
members or developments in agricul
tural engineering.
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